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Abstract: This paper provides a novel method for building non-task-oriented dialogue agents such as chatbots. The
dialogue agent constructed using our method automatically selects a suitable utterance depending on a context
from a set of candidate utterances prepared in advance. To realize automatic utterance selection, we rank the
candidate utterances in order of suitability by application of a machine learning algorithm. We employed both
right and wrong dialogue data to learn relative suitability to rank the utterances. Additionally, we provide
a low-cost and quality-assured learning data acquisition environment using crowdsourcing and gamification.
The results of an experiment using learning data obtained via the environment demonstrate that the appropriate
utterance is ranked on the top in 82.6% of cases and within the top 3 at 95.0% of cases. Results show that
using context information that is not used in most existing agents is necessary for appropriate responses.

1 INTRODUCTION

A great demand exists for computerized dialogue
agents. They are increasingly used in many differ-
ent areas. Dialogue agents are categorizable into
two types according to their task perspective: task-
oriented dialogue agents and the non-task-oriented di-
alogue agents(Isomura et al., 2009). Task-oriented di-
alogue agents are used to accomplish particular tasks
such as reservation services (Zue et al., 1994), supply-
ing specific information (Chu-Carroll and Nickerson,
2000), etc. Non-task-oriented dialogue agents have
no such tasks and only chat with us.

Non-task-oriented dialogues play a critical role in
human society because they are an important tool for
building relationships. Robots and other anthropo-
morphic agents are expected to participate increas-
ingly in our daily lives. Therefore, much more inves-
tigation is needed on how non-task-oriented dialogue
agents can be designed so that they can develop good
relationships with people.

Even a task-oriented dialogue agent can accom-
plish a task more efficiently using non-task-oriented
dialogues. For example, a study by Bickmore showed

that when dialogue agents that supported the buying
and selling of real estate initially chatted about sub-
jects not pertinent to real estate such as the weather,
people were much more motivated to buy real estate
through them than through agents that did not engage
in non-task-oriented dialogues (Bickmore and Cas-
sell, 2001).

As described in this paper, we propose a construc-
tion method for non-task-oriented dialogue agents
that are based on the statistical response method. In
fact, two major response methods exist for non-task-
oriented dialogue agents.

The first of these are rule-based methods that pro-
duce utterances in accordance with response rules.
Well-known dialogue agents which use this strategy
are ELIZA (Weizenbaum, 1966) and A.L.I.C.E. (Wal-
lace, 2009). Mitsuku (Worswick, 2013) which the
Loebner prize contest1 (non-task-dialogueagent com-
petition) winner of 2013 also used this strategy. The
problem of this strategy is their substantial cost be-
cause the rules are developed by hand work.

The other is example-based method (Murao et al.,

1http://www.loebner.net/Prizef/loebner-prize.html
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2003; Banchs and Li, 2012). A dialogue agent em-
ploying this strategy searches a large database of di-
alogue by user input (a user’s utterance) using cosine
similarity and selects an utterance that follows after
the most similar one as a response. The problem is
how it acquires a large quantity of good quality dia-
logues efficiently because the performance depends
on the quality of dialogues in the database. A re-
sponse method based on statistical machine transla-
tion (Ritter et al., 2011) has been proposed. It treats
last user’s utterance as input sentence and translates
it into the response utterance. This method is cate-
gorized as the example-based method and has same
problem.

The mutual problem of the two is that it cannot
use a context (sequence of utterances) but a given last
user’s utterance. According to the rule-based method,
necessary rules and the costs of creating them are ex-
tremely increased. Regarding example-based meth-
ods, if it searches the database by a context, in many
cases, then it cannot find a similar one because of the
diversity of non-task-oriented dialogues. When the
method cannot find a similar one, it has no choice but
to use random selection.

Our statistical response method belongs to the cat-
egory of example-based method because it uses dia-
logue data. However, our method, which uses no co-
sine similarity but statistical machine learning, is able
to use contexts. Our method prepares candidate ut-
terances in advance. It learns which utterances are
suitable for context by the data. Therefore, a dia-
logue agent that is constructed using our method au-
tomatically selects a suitable utterance depending on
a context from candidate utterances. Additionally,
we provide a low-cost and quality assurance method
of learning data acquisition using crowdsourcing and
gamification.

2 STATISTICAL RESPONSE
METHOD

2.1 Selection of Candidate Utterances

As described in this paper, we define “utterance” as
a one-time statement and “context” as an ordered set
consisting of utterances from the conversation’s be-
ginning to the specific point in time. Here, “an utter-
ance is suitable to a context” means the utterance is
a “humanly” and semantically appropriate answer to
the context.

First, we define a state of a point of time in a di-
alogue as contextc = {u1,u2, . . . ,ul}. Eachui(i =

Table 1: Example of contextc.

No. Speaker Utterance

u4 Agent Are you good at English?
u3 Human No I am not.

I love Japanese.
u2 Agent It is said that experience is

important to enhance English
communication skills.

u1 Human I see! It might be a good idea to
travel abroad during summer
vacation.

u0 (Agent) (Select an utterance from Table2)

Table 2: Example of candidate utterance setAc.

No. Utterance

ac
1 Are you good at English?

ac
2[r

c
1] Where do you want to go?

ac
3 I think dogs are trustworthy and intelligent

animals.
ac

4[r
c
2] That would be nice.

. . .
ac

20[r
c
3] Travel can make a person richer inside.

. . .
ac

130 A link exists between mental and
physical health.

1,2, . . . , l) denotes an utterance appearing in the con-
text andl denotes a number of utterances. Herein,u1
is the last utterance;ul is the first utterance in context
c. As a matter of practical convenience,u0 represents
a response utterance to contextc.

Second, we define a candidate utterance setAc =
{ac

1,a
c
2, . . . ,a

c
|Ac|

}, whereac
i (i = 1,2, . . . , |Ac|) denotes

a candidate utterance. Here,Ac contains suitable and
unsuitable utterances to contextc. |Ac| represents a
number of candidate utterances. We define the cor-
rect utterance setRc = {rc

1, r
c
2, . . . , r

c
|Rc|

} ⊆ Ac, where
rc
i (i = 1,2, . . . , |Rc|) denotes a correct utterance.|Rc|

represents a number of correct utterances to contextc.
The utterance selection means acquiring a correct ut-
terance setRc from a candidate utterance setAc, given
a contextc. Here, we assume thatc andAc fulfill the
following requirements.

• Ac can be generated by any contextc.

• Ac has at least one correct utterancerc
i for context

c.

Table 1 and 2 present examples ofc, Ac, andRc
(Rc is shown by the darker-shaded area). In this exam-
ple, a suitable utterance to contextc shown in Table 1
is selected from the candidate utterance setAc shown
in Table 2. The utterance should be selected from the
correct utterance setRc = {ac

2,a
c
4,a

c
20} in this case.
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2.2 Ranking Candidate Utterances

We describe the method used in our study to select
candidate utterances automatically.

By specifically processingc and ac
i (∈ Ac), we

generate n-dimensional feature vectorΦ(c,ac
i ) =

(

x1(c,ac
i ),x2(c,ac

i ), . . . ,xn(c,ac
i )
)

that represents rela-
tions between the context and the candidate utterance.
Eachx j(c,ai)( j = 1,2, . . . ,n) is a feature represent-
ing a binary value. For instance, when particularly
addressing the last utteranceu1 in c andai , a feature
x j(s,ac

i ) is represented if it contains a specific word, a
word class, or a combination of the two.

We then definedf as a function that will return the
evaluated value of a feature vector. In the following
passages, we expressed the feature vectorΦ(c,ai) as
Φi . Here it can be denoted using a linear function,
which can be expressed as follows:

f (Φ j) =
n

∑
j=1

wjx j(c,a
c
i ). (1)

Therein,wj is a parameter representing the weight of
x j(c,ac

i )
Using the evaluation function above, optimum ut-

terance ˆa in response to the context is obtainable by
the following equation:

â= argmax
a∈Ac

f (Φ j ). (2)

Therefore, the candidate utterances can be ranked
by sorting the value from the above evaluation func-
tion.

To estimate the parameterwww = (w1,w2, . . . ,wn)
in evaluation functionf , we use a learning to rank
method ListNet(Cao et al., 2007) algorithm.

2.3 Parameter Estimation

ListNet is constructed for ranking objects. It uses
probability distributions for representing the ranking
lists of objects. Then, minimizing the distance be-
tween learning data and distribution of the model, it
learns suitable parameters for ranking.

We defineYc = {yc
1,y

c
2, . . . ,y

c
|Ac|

} as a score list to
candidate utterance setAc = {ac

1,a
c
2, . . . ,a

c
|Ac|

}. Each

scoreyc
i (i = 1,2, . . . , |Ac|) denotes the score of a can-

didate utteranceac
i with respect to contextc. Score

yc
i represents the degree of correctnessac

i to c and is
an evaluated value given by humans. For instance, if
a candidate utterance is a suitable response to a con-
text, the score is 10. Alternatively, if an utterance is
unsuitable, the score is 1.

ListNet parameter estimation algorithm uses pairs
of Xc =

(

Φ1,Φ2, . . . ,Φ|Ac|

)

which is a list of feature

vectors andYc as learning data which are ranked cor-
rectly.

Here, for the list of feature vectorsXc, us-
ing function f , we obtain a list of scoresZc =
(

f (Φ1), f (Φ2), . . . , f (Φ|Ac|)
)

. The objective of learn-
ing is to minimize difference betweenYc and Zc in
respect to their rankings. We then formalize it using a
loss function.

G(C) = ∑
∀c∈C

L(Yc,Zc) (3)

Therein,C means all contexts in learning data andL
is loss function. In ListNet, the cross entropy is used
as a loss function.

H(p,q) =−∑
x

p(x) logq(x) (4)

In that equation,p(x) andq(x) are probability distri-
butions. Whenp(x) andq(x) show an equal distribu-
tion, cross entropyH(p,q) takes a minimum value.

Therefore, the lists of scoresYc and Zc are
converted into probability distributions using the
Plackett–Luce model (Plackett, 1975; Luce, 1959).
The distribution ofYc using the Plackett–Luce model
for the top rank utterance is expressed as follows.

PYc(Φi) =
pow(α,yc

i )

∑|Ac|
j=1pow(α,yc

j )
(5)

In that equation, pow(α,y) denotesα to the power of
y. This equation represents the probability distribu-
tion of a candidate utterance being ranked on the top.
The higher the candidate utterance score is, the higher
the probability becomes. For instance, when a list of
feature vectorsXc is (Φ1,Φ2,Φ3) and a list of scores
Yc is (1,0,3), then the probability ofΦ3 being ranked
on the top is calculated as follows(α = 2).

PYc(Φ3) =
pow(2,yc

3)

pow(2,yc
1)+pow(2,yc

2)+pow(2,yc
3)

=
pow(2,3)

pow(2,1)+pow(2,0)+pow(2,3)

= 0.727 (6)

Instead, the probability ofΦ1 being ranked on the top
is 0.182 andΦ2 is 0.091, which is the lowest.

Similarly, the distribution ofZc can be converted
into a probability distribution as follows.

PZc(Φi) =
pow

(

α, f (Φi)
)

∑|Ac|
j=1pow

(

α, f (Φ j )
)

(7)

Using Eq. (4), (5) and (7), then the loss function
L(Yc,Zc) becomes

L
(

Yc,Zc
)

=−
|Ac|

∑
i=1

PYc(Φi) log
(

PZc( f )(Φi)
)

(8)

Optimum parameterωωω is obtainable using Gradient
Descent.
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Figure 1: Context and candidate utterances on our crowd-
sourcing website.

3 DATA ACQUISITION

3.1 Crowdsourcing

Human work is important for acquiring data. To ac-
quire data, we used crowdsourcing and opened a web-
site for it.

The crowdsourcing website shows a contextc and
5 candidate utterances (6 options) as shown in Fig-
ure 1 to participants. They select suitable candidate
utterances to the context or “(There is no suitable ut-
terance)”. Then, we can acquire the pair ofc and the
selected utterance as a correct pair, or acquirec and
these five utterances as an incorrect pair for learning.
If a participant selects the option “Having strong com-
munication skills is paramount if you want to be suc-
cessful.” as shown in Figure 1, then the pair of the
context and the utterance are acquired as correct data.

When participants select “(There is no suitable ut-
terance)”, they must write a suitable utterance manu-
ally in the textbox. This way, we can acquire new can-
didate utterances. However, we do not use these utter-
ances in crowdsourcing and subsequent experiments
in this paper because they entail some problems such
as spelling errors, phraseology, etc. We will use this
function to collect new utterances continuously and
produce a dialogue agent to handle even the newest
topics in the future.

3.2 Confidence Estimation

When we use crowdsourcing, quality control of ac-
quired data is necessary. We offer this to the gen-
eral public. Therefore, quality gaps are unavoidable.

In this study, we prepare several evaluated questions
that comprise a contextc, unsuitable utterances, and
one or more suitable utterances. The suitability and
unsuitability are judged in advance by four evalua-
tors. We adopt the utterances which reach a consensus
on the suitability or unsuitability among evaluators as
evaluated ones.

The website measures the degree of confidencep
by these evaluated questions. The degree of confi-
dencep is calculated by counting how many times the
suitable utterance is selected withinNp trials. Conse-
quently, the range ofp is 0≤ p≤ Np.

Our crowdsourcing website presents 10 questions
in a row: 5 questions for data acquisition and 5 ques-
tions for measuring the degree of confidence (Np = 5).
We decide whether the acquired data are available or
not according to the degree of confidencep because,
if p is small, then the possibility exists that the par-
ticipant did not work seriously. To let participants an-
swer seriously for all questions, the website does not
tell participants which question is intended for data
acquisition.

3.3 Gamification

One of the most important considerations with crowd-
sourcing is rewards to participants. If we set high
rewards, then we can gather many participants and
acquire much data. To construct a better non-task-
oriented dialogue agent that can accommodate top-
ics of many kinds, it is desirable to acquire new data
continuously. Although the agent requires many new
data, setting high rewards increases the cost of con-
struction and the unserious users who don’t address
the task properly.

In this study, we bring game mechanics to data
acquisition to gather participants with no rewards.
Bringing game mechanics, participants enjoy the task
like game play. Such a method brings game me-
chanics to accomplish an objective called “gamifica-
tion”(Von Ahn and Dabbish, 2004; Deterding et al.,
2011).

3.4 Gamified Data Acquisition
Environment

We opened a website “The diagnosis game of di-
alogue skills“ 2 (Japanese text only) as a gamified
crowdsourcing data acquisition environment. At this
site, participants answer 10 questions and finally ob-
tain a score for dialogue skills. The score goes up to
100 points. The score becomes higher if a participant

2http://beta.cm.info.hiroshima-cu.ac.jp/DialogCheck/
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Figure 2: Diagnosis game result.

selects a candidate utterance that many other partici-
pants selected. At the same time, the website shows a
graph of score distribution for comparison with other
participants. Figure 2 portrays an example of a game
result.

Scoring the results of selection and comparison
with those of the other participants stimulates partici-
pants’ retrial motivation, by which they want to obtain
a higher score. Additionally, by posting the score on
SNS or micro blogs by themselves, we expect adver-
tising effects for other people (the website has a tweet
button to tweet their score easily).

4 EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Experimental Methodology

To underscore the effectiveness of the statistical re-
sponse method that learns data acquired through the
gamified data acquisition environment, we checked
the ranking of suitable utterances that were estimated
automatically.

For comparison, we used a classification method,
support vector machine (SVM). In general, SVM pro-
vides binary classification results and no direct means
to obtain scores or probabilities for ranking. Never-
theless, Piatt proposed transforming SVM predictions
to posterior probabilities by passing them through a
sigmoid (Platt et al., 1999). We then classified candi-
date utterances by SVM, selected correctly classified
ones and ranked them by posterior probabilities using
the sigmoid method. We used this method as a base-
line without the use of the learning to rank method.

4.2 Features

To rank the utterances, we converted pairs of a con-

Table 3: Feature vector generation (noun feature).

No. Speaker Utterance

u4 Agent Enjoy this season fully
because it’s long-awaited
summer vacation.

u3 Human Yes, I will.
u2 Agent Do you plan to travel?
u1 Human No. However, I would like

to go.

u0 ( Agent ) Why don’t you go on a trip
overseas?

Noun pair Vector value

u1 : travel & u0 : Europe 0
u1 : summer & u0 : trip 0
u2 : part-timer & u0 : overseas 0
u2 : travel & u0 : trip 1
u2 : travel & u0 : overseas 1
u3 : friends & u0 : trip 0
u4 : summer & u0 : overseas 1
u4 : vacation & u0 : trip 1

text and a candidate utterance into a feature vector.
We used features of 11 types to represent relations be-
tween a context and an utterance. Here, we describe
one of these, the noun feature, as the most basic one.

In the noun feature, we use a combination of a
noun in a context and an utterance. Using this feature,
we expect that a candidate utterance that includes
words related to words in a context ranks higher. We
only useu1, u2, u3, andu4 in a context for this fea-
ture because it is often the case that semantic rela-
tions between old utterances in a context and suitable
candidate utterances are small. The usage range of
utterances in context differs according to the type of
feature. In the noun feature, whether a particular noun
pair exists between utterances represents a binary fea-
ture value. We use noun pairs that appear three or
more times in learning data.

Table 3 shows the example. The upper table shows
an example of the context and candidate utterances.
The lower shows part of a feature vector generated
from them. As the table shows, we distinguish noun
pairs by the number of utterances in the context. For
instance, the vector value of “u2 : travel & u0 : over-
seas” is 1 becauseu2 includes the word “travel” and
u0 includes “overseas”. Similarly, the vector value of
“u1 : summer & u0 : trip” is 0 becauseu0 includes
“trip” but u1 does not include “summer”.

The features should be designed to represent vari-
ous aspects of relations between contexts and utter-
ances, such as sentence structures, discourse struc-
tures, semantics, and topics.
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Table 4: Data acquisition result.

Number of participants 460
Number of Evaluated contexts 320

Number of Evaluated utterances4694
Average of the confidencep 4.215

4.3 Data Set

4.3.1 Candidate Utterances

We made 980 utterances by hand for crowdsourcing
and the experiment. The topics of utterances were se-
lected to interest as many people as possible such as
healthcare, marriage, travel, sport, etc. We also pro-
duced versatile utterances such as “I think so.” and
“It’s wonderful!”.

4.3.2 Learning Data

To acquire the data, we opened the gamified website
for crowdsourcing. Table 4 shows the results of data
acquisition.

We used 4520 evaluated utterances for which con-
fidencep is p> 3.0 for the experiment.

Additionally, we used other data produced by 50
part-time participants intended to compensate for data
deficiency. The modes of producing data were about
the same, with the exception of using the game me-
chanics. As a result, we obtained 239,897 evaluated
utterances to 14,900 contexts. We used these data all
together as learning data.

The scores of utterances are given depending on
the evaluation. If an utterance is suitable to a context,
then the score is 30. If unsuitable, the score is 1. The
values of score are decided on an empirical basis.

4.3.3 Test Data

We prepared 500 contexts as test data. The ranked ut-
terances using the proposed method and SVM were
evaluated manually. Each utterance was evaluated by
three evaluators. They judged whether each utterance
was semantically suitable or unsuitable to the con-
text. The eventual judge was decided using a majority.
Therefore, when two evaluators judge an utterance as
suitable and one evaluator judge as unsuitable, the ut-
terance is determined to be suitable.

4.4 Results

Figure 3 shows the experiment result and 95% confi-
dence interbals obtained using the proposed method
and SVM.

Figure 3: Rate of appropriate candidate utterance.

The x-axis represents the rank of the first appear-
ance of a suitable utterance. The y-axis shows the cu-
mulative frequency. In other words, the figure shows
the rate of the contexts that include at least one appro-
priate utterance within each rank.

In the figure, the proposed method ranked a suit-
able utterance on the top at 82.6%, within the top 3 at
95.0%, and the top 10 at 98.6%. However, SVM was
ranked on the top at 58.4%, within the top 3 at 82.4%,
and at the top 10 at 95.4%. As shown in the result,
the proposed method outperformed SVM overall. The
above shows that the proposed method is effective for
the selection of candidate utterances.

When we implement the proposed method to dia-
logue agents, the rate of replying to a suitable utter-
ance (82.6%) is inadequate for smooth communica-
tion. Note that the set of candidate utterances has at
least one correct utterance for each context (test data).
This may not always be the case and the rate may
drop when the agent talks to human actually. How-
ever, the proposed method produced rankings within
the top 3 at over 90% to use new effective features. To
improve the ranking algorithm, it seems that we can
improve the performance of the statistical response
method further.

4.5 Discussion

A great benefit of the proposed method is that it can
use contexts for responses. To demonstrate that ef-
fectiveness, we created feature vectors using the last
user’s utterance (u1) only and conducted an experi-
ment.

Figure 4 portrays the results. The rate of the top 1
was 69.2%, 13.4% lower, and all results in the figure
are lower by at least 1.6% than that using contexts
(Fig. 3). This result is, so to say, the natural result
because a context has more hints than an utterance
for selecting a suitable utterance.
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Figure 4: Rate of appropriate candidate utterance without
use of contexts.

However, as described at the beginning of this pa-
per, existing response methods cannot use contexts
for response generation. Various problems exist be-
cause of such information loss. For instance, a dia-
logue agent broaches a topic that was discussed previ-
ously or makes contradictory comments to what it had
said before. In fact, this experimentally obtained re-
sult indicates that using not only the last utterance but
also contexts are necessary for realizing superior non-
task-oriented dialogue agents. Therefore, in terms of
the availability of contexts, the effectiveness of the
statistical response method was clarified.

5 CONCLUSIONS

As described in this paper, we proposed a statistical
response method that automatically ranks previously
prepared candidate utterances in order of suitability
to the context by application of a machine learning
algorithm. Non-task-oriented dialogue agents that ap-
plied the method use the top utterance from the rank-
ing result for carrying out their dialogues. To col-
lect learning data for ranking, we used crowdsourc-
ing and gamification. We opened a gamified crowd-
sourcing website and collected learning data through
it. Thereby, we achieved low-cost and continuous
learning data acquisition. To prove the performance
of the proposed method, we checked the ranked ut-
terances to contexts and conclude that the method is
effective because a suitable utterance is ranked on the
top at 82.6% and within the top 10 at 98.6%.

The non-task-oriented dialogue agents are basi-
cally evaluated by hand work and the task requires a
tremendous amount of time and effort. By using pro-
posed gamified crowdsourcing platform, we can eval-
uate the performance of non-task-oriented dialogue
agents in a low-cost way. We prepare several types

of agents which we want to evaluate and each agent
generates a response to the given context. The plat-
form shows the context and the generated responses
to participants in the same way as our website. The re-
sponses which ware generated by a high-performance
agent should be selected more than others.

The candidate utterances are created manually.
Future work includes automatic candidate utterance
generation. Our crowdsourcing website has a func-
tion that collects new utterances. However, these ut-
terances present some problems such as spelling er-
rors, phraseology, etc. because they are written by
users in free description format. We need to fix them
to use the new utterances. As an alternative utterance
generation method, using microblog data is promis-
ing. Using microblog data, it can be expected to gen-
erate a new utterances set that includes numerous or
newest topics.

We also intend to improve the feature vector. It
is important to devise new effective features because
the performance of our method depends heavily on
the features. The features used in the experiment (not
illustrated in detail here) did not deeply consider the
semantics of contexts and utterances. Realizing ap-
propriate responses requires semantical features. We
are now deliberating on such features.
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